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In an optimal seismic design context, the seismic demand is characterized by

hazard curves that can be obtained by simulation techniques, and the capacity

of the structure is established by the designer following a predefined seismic

code. The capacity of structures is generally characterized by the seismic design

coefficient. Furthermore, the structure damage is evaluated based on certain

well-defined damage indicators (e.g., displacement ductility). Thus based on the

damage indicator, it is possible to estimate the cost of the associated losses.

Furthermore, it is noted that the quantification of the damage costs associated

with reinforced concrete (RC) structures with and without nonlinear viscous

dampers under seismic loading is very scarce in the relevant literature. In this

study, damage cost expressions, similar to those employed in the optimal

seismic design criterion, were used to quantify and compare the damage

cost on RC buildings with and without viscous dampers located in seismic-

prone areas of Mexico. For the analysis, three RC buildings were designed

according to Mexican seismic design regulations. The buildings under study

were subjected to seismic actions characterized by actual seismic records,

scaled according to simulated maximum ground motion accelerations. The

damage to the structures caused by seismic action is calculated by means of a

damage factor that is a function of displacement ductility demand. The cost of

damage to the considered structures was estimated based on cost expressions

that are a function of the damage factor. The analyses results indicate that the

use of viscous dampers in concrete buildings subjected to seismic action can

considerably reduce the associated damage costs with respect to buildings

without such a damping system.
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1 Introduction

The experiences of damage caused by past and recent earthquakes

have clearly established the importance of the economic losses and the

consequences of this type of natural event, affecting the economy of

the people and the country. The economic impact of an earthquake or

any natural disaster can be classified as 1) loss of real estate assets, 2)

loss of movable assets, 3) economic loss due to business interruption,

4) economic cost of the public sector, and 5) loss of family income due

to loss of life and injuries (Gokhale et al., 2004). The first two

economic impacts are considered to be direct losses and the last

three indirect economic losses.

Within the current building environment, there is evidence

that recently built structures have presented a certain degree of

vulnerability. Thus in many countries from 1974 to 2003, the

economic cost caused by earthquakes has shown an increasing

trend, being more noticeable in affluent societies (EM-DAT,

2022). The vulnerability of structures in Mexico has not been

an exception; for example, during the earthquake of September

19, 2017, official reports showed that a total of 65,044 houses,

1,440 schools, 46 medical units, and 460 cultural spaces were

considerably damaged and in some cases underwent total

collapse (Pozos-Estrada et al., 2019).

Optimal seismic design and coding based on the minimum

expected life cycle cost have been discussed by Rosenblueth and

Mendoza (1971), Hasofer (1974), Rosenblueth (1976, 1987), Liu

et al. (1976), Rosenblueth and Jara (1991), Ang and De Leon

(1997), Rackwitz (2000), Kang and Wen (2000), Ellingwood and

Wen (2005), Goda and Hong (2006), and more recently by Pozos-

Estrada et al. (2016). In all the studies, the selection of the seismic

design level is seen as an economic and safety issue that balances

benefits and costs for the life cycle of the structure. To select an

optimal seismic design level, most studies consider the maximum

expected benefit or the minimum expected cost rule. It should be

noted that to achieve an optimal seismic design, it is important to

incorporate the occurrence of earthquakes, which happen

infrequently and randomly, through seismic hazard studies such

as those reported by Esteva (1968), Cornell (1968), Newmark and

Rosenblueth (1971), and Rosenblueth and Esteva (1972).

In this study, damage cost expressions, similar to those

employed in the optimal seismic design criterion, were used to

quantify and compare the damage costs on RC buildings, with and

without viscous dampers located in three seismic-prone areas in

Mexico. For the analysis, three RC buildings were designed

following Mexican seismic design regulations. Nonlinear

structural responses under seismic excitations were employed to

define the partial damage and collapse, as well as to evaluate

estimates of the damage cost. The buildings under study were

subjected to seismic actions characterized by actual seismic

records, scaled according to simulated peak ground

accelerations (PGA). The simulated PGA were obtained by

using a detailed seismic hazard model applicable to part of the

Mexican Pacific coastal region andMexicoCity. The damage to the

structures due to seismic action was calculated by means of a

damage factor that is a function of displacement ductility demand.

The cost of damage to the considered structures was estimated

based on cost expressions that are a function of damage factor.

2 Cost information

2.1 Background

Life cycle cost analysis to select the optimal seismic design has

been investigated by Rosenblueth (1976), Rackwitz (2000), and

Kang andWen (2000). LetB(CS,t) denote the present worth benefit

derived from the service and existence of a designed structure up to

time t, where CS is a design parameter. The construction of the

structure requires an initial capital investment C0(CS). If the

structure becomes damaged or collapses in a very strong

earthquake, there would be a damage cost at present value. The

damage cost not only includes the structural and non-structural

costs, but the cost of lost life and limb, demolition, removal, repair,

and replacement as well. If systematic reconstruction following

failure is considered (i.e., the structure is repaired or rebuilt

without modifying the design and construction rules), the

optimal design, based on the rule of the value of the maximum

expected benefit or the value of the minimum expected costs, is

obtained by maximizing the following objective function

(Rosenblueth, 1976):

O(Cs, t) � B(Cs, t) − C0(Cs) −∑n

j�1 ∑Nj(t)
i�1 (CD(Cs|xij)

+ CR(Cs|xij))e−γτij , (1)

where the O(CS,t) values must be positive for the structure to be

considered as a benefit, considering that the earthquake is

FIGURE 1
Ranges of δ in the force-displacement curve of a nonlinear
system.
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generated by n zones of seismic sources that would excite the

structure. Furthermore, considering that an earthquake occurs

randomly at a time τij, i = 1, . . .,Nj(t) and j = 1,...,n, where Nj(t) is

the number of earthquakes originating from the jth source zone

in a time interval (0, t). If the structure is immediately repaired or

rebuilt after suffering damage or collapse without modifying the

construction design standards (the structure is repaired in the

initial conditions), and the service or the planned period is

considered (0, t). CD (CS|xij) and CR (CS|xij) represent the

damage cost and the repair/reconstruction cost, given that the

damage state induced by an earthquake τij occurred in xij, and γ is
the discount rate adjusted by inflation, which is often set at 5% for

developing societies.

2.2 Initial damage and repair and
reconstruction costs

The initial construction cost has been discussed by various

authors, including Rosenblueth and Jara (1991), Ang and De

Leon (1997), Kang and Wen (2000), and Goda and Hong (2006).

For RC buildings, Esteva et al. (2002) considered that C0(Cs) was

a function of the vibration period of the structure and the

fundamental vibration period of the system if it was designed

for gravity load only. In the present study, the adopted functional

form of C0(Cs) is the one used by Pozos-Estrada et al. (2016) to

evaluate the seismic design and importance factor of a 10 story

RC structure, modeled as an elastoplastic single-degree-of-

freedom system, written as

C0(Cs) � C0S(Cs) + C0S(Cs,ref)/k, (2)
where the initial cost function of the structural components is of

the following form

C0S(Cs) � {C00[1 + 6.5(CS − 0.05)1.05] for CS ≥ 0.05
C00 for CS < 0.05

, (3)

where C00 represents the cost if the structure was not designed

against earthquakes. The cost of the non-structural components,

C0S(Cs,ref)/k, is calculated using a reference seismic design

baseline coefficient, Cs,ref, and k that represents the cost ratio

of structural and non-structural components with a value of 0.3.

The damage costs, CD(Cs|δ), include the loss of content,

relocation, rental, and income, and costs due to injury and

fatality, and the repair and reconstruction costs, CR(Cs|δ), for
concrete structures (Pozos-Estrada et al., 2016) are given by

CD(Cs|δ) � C00(αBCδ0.64 + αBIδ
0.62 + αFδ

9.9), (4)
CR(Cs|δ) � C0(Cs)δ0.77, (5)

where αBC � 3.05, αBI � 9.66, and αF � 31.82 are coefficients

related to damage cost with contents-related loss, loss related to

business interruption, and injury and fatality, respectively. The

development of Eqs. 4 and 5 considers that they can be expressed

as ratios of their values corresponding to collapse state (i.e., δ =

1), where the damage factor, δ, is defined as

δ � min[( μ − 1
μC − 1

), 1], (6)

where μ is the seismic displacement ductility demand, and μC is the

ductility capacity of the structure. Equation 6 is applicable when μ

≥ 1, and δ = 0 when μ < 1. Figure 1 illustrates the ranges of δ,

which varies from 0 to 1 (i.e., partial damage), and for values ≥1
(i.e., complete collapse).

3 Characterization of the seismic
action

It is noted that new simulation techniques for ground motion

records have been proposed recently (Hong and Liu, 2014; Liu and

Hong, 2015; Liu and Hong, 2016; Hong and Cui, 2020); however,

for simplicity, the characterization of the seismic records adopted

in this study followed a practical approach and consisted of the

PGA simulation, scaling of actual seismic records, and calculation

of the strong ground motion duration. This procedure was

followed to include both the seismicity of the sites of interest as

well as the amplitude and frequency content characteristics of

actual records. It was noted that although the results of the de-

aggregation of the seismic hazard for some selected sites of Mexico

(including Mexico City and Guerrero) indicate that in all the cases

studied, the far-field earthquakes dominated the seismic hazard

(Pozos-Estrada et al., 2014), the passive dampers’ ability to adapt

under near-field pulse-like records requires further investigation;

however, the latter is outside the scope of the present study.

Figure 2 thus illustrates the characterization of seismic records

used in the analyses.

3.1 Simulation of the peak ground
accelerations and scaling of the seismic
records

To simulate the PGA, a detailed seismic hazard model based

on a simulation technique described in Hong et al. (2006) was

adopted in the present study. This model includes the earthquake

occurrence modeling, magnitude–recurrence relation, seismic

source zones, and ground motion prediction equations

(GMPEs). The model considers the seismic sources presented in

Figure 3, where the seismic sources are separated into three groups

(Ordaz and Reyes, 1999; Jaimes and Reinoso, 2006; Reinoso

and Jaimes 2009; Nishenko and Singh 1987), depending on the

type of earthquake and magnitude considered. The

magnitude–recurrence relation and parameters defining

the source zones are given by Ordaz and Reyes (1999) for

interplate events, and by Jaimes and Reinoso (2006) for intraslab
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events. The GMPEs employed were those developed by Hong et al.

(2009) for interplate and intraslab events for places outside Mexico

City. In the case of Mexico City, GMEs have been developed to

evaluate the seismic hazard and deaggregation of the seismic hazard

for firm soil (Pozos-Estrada et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016); however,

since one of the structures under study is assumed to be located in

soft soil ofMexicoCity, theGMPEdeveloped by Jaimes andReinoso

(2006) for interplate and intraslab earthquakes were considered.

The simulated PGA was employed to scale actual ground

motion records for the sites of interest. The seismic records

employed integrate information from different networks. A total

of 150 strong ground motion records from 23 interplate and

intraslab earthquakes were used and scaled. Before scaling, the

seismic records were corrected with a baseline correction and a

high-pass filter with cutoff frequency equal to 0.05 Hz for events

with Mw > 6.5, and 0.1 Hz for the remaining events (Garcia et al.,

2005). Table 1 summarizes the interplate and intraslab seismic

events considered.

3.2 Strong ground motion duration

For the numerical analysis, the strong groundmotion duration

(SGMD) for all the seismic records considered was calculated. The

aim of calculating the SGMD was to shorten the total duration of

the seismic records to reduce the computing time without losing

the maximum energy phase of the movement. Furthermore,

according to Reinoso and Ordaz (2001), the SGMD should be

integrated as a design parameter if the structural damage of

systems with hysteretic behavior behavior is of interest.

The Arias intensity (Arias, 1970) has been widely used to

relate the SGMD with the acceleration time history energy,

although it has also been used to study the damage patterns

and principal direction of seismic excitations (Hong and Goda,

2007; Hong et al., 2009). In this study, the SGMD was assessed

based on the Arias intensity, defined as

IA � 2π
g

∫
t0

0

a2(t)dt, (7)

where a(t) is the acceleration time history, t0 is the total duration of

the strong ground motion, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

According to Reinoso and Ordaz (2001), the SGMD for Mexican

earthquakes can be obtained based on the duration of the strong

ground motion between 2.5 and 97.5% of IA, which is useful for

engineering problems. Details about the calculation of the Arias

intensity of the records employed are provided by Flores-Mendoza

et al. (2022).

FIGURE 2
Illustration of the characterization of seismic records used in the analyses.
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FIGURE 3
Seismic source zones: (A) interplate with 4.5 <Mw < 7.0 and locations of the studied buildings; (B) interplate withMw ≥ 7.0; (C) intraslab with 4.5 <
Mw < 7.9.
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4 Structural systems under study

For the numerical analysis, three case-study buildings were

considered. One of the buildings is assumed to be located on soft

soil of Mexico City, and the other two buildings near the coast of

Guerrero and in Puebla on firm soil. Significant effects of the

soil–structure interaction have been identified for medium and

long period structures located on very soft soils in the valley of

Mexico (Avilés and Pérez-Rocha, 1998). The consideration of the

soil–structure interaction effects is not an easy task, and it

requires an in-depth knowledge of the nonlinear properties of

the soft soil, soil settlements, and a very refined numerical

analysis. Considering previous development, and as the

complete information to characterize the soft soil at the

location selected for Mexico City is not available for the

authors, as a first approximation and oversimplification, we

neglect the effects of soil–structure interaction in this study.

Further studies are required to formally evaluate the effects of the

soil–structure interaction for RC buildings located in soft soil of

Mexico City to evaluate its impact on the structural response.

Figure 3A shows the location of the buildings.

4.1 Description of the structures

The reference structures are 12-storey RC buildings. The RC

buildings have a rectangular plan 24 m × 18 m. The distance

between axes in the X-direction is 6 m with four bays, the

distance between axes in the Y-direction is 6 m with three

bays, and the interstorey height is 3.50 m. The total height of

the RC buildings is 42 m. The dimensions are comparable to

those adopted by Esteva et al. (2002).

TABLE 1 Interplate and intraslab events and seismic records selected.

Location Id Station Name Date (dd/mm/yy) Mw Lat. °N Long. °W H (km) Institution*

INTERPLATE

Mexico City SCT1 19/09/85 8.1 18.081 102.94 15 II**, IG**

SCT1 24/10/93 6.6 16.54 98.98 19 II**, IG**

SCT1 11/01/97 6.9 17.91 103.04 16 II**, IG**

SCT1 30/09/99 7.5 15.95 97.03 16 II**, IG**

AL01 18/04/14 7.2 17.18 101.19 10 II**, IG**

AL01 14/09/95 6.4 16.31 98.88 22 II**, IG**

Puebla RABOSO 20/03/12 7.4 16.25 98.52 16 II**, IG**

RABOSO 30/09/99 7.5 15.95 97.03 16 II**, IG**

RABOSO 10/05/10 6.0 16.22 98.03 8 II**, IG**

RABOSO 08/05/14 6.4 17.11 100.87 17 II**, IG**

Guerrero ACAD 14/09/95 7.2 16.31 98.88 22 II**, IG**

ACAD 30/09/99 7.5 15.95 97.03 16 II**, IG**

ACAD 24/10/93 6.6 16.54 98.98 19 II**, IG**

ACAD 31/05/90 5.9 17.106 100.89 16 II**, IG**

ACAD 10/05/14 6.1 17.06 100.95 12 II**, IG**

INTRASLAB

Mexico City SCT1 15/06/99 6.5 18.18 97.51 69 II**, IG**

AL01 19/09/17 7.1 18.4 98.72 57 II**, IG**

Puebla RABOSO 19/09/17 7.1 18.33 98.67 57 II**, IG**

RABOSO 15/05/99 6.5 18.18 97.51 69 II**, IG**

RABOSO 20/03/15 5.4 17.96 98.58 61 II**, IG**

RABOSO 21/06/00 5.1 18.09 98.97 48 II**, IG**

Guerrero ACAD 11/12/11 6.5 17.84 99.98 58 II**, IG**

ACAD 21/06/99 5.8 17.99 101.72 54 II**, IG**

ACAD 15/06/99 6.5 18.18 97.51 69 II**, IG**

Notes: * II: Institute of Engineering from UNAM (http://aplicaciones.iingen.unam.mx/AcelerogramasRSM/Consultas/Filtro.aspx); IG: Institute of Geophysics from UNAM (http://www2.

ssn.unam.mx:8080/catalogo/). ** Some of the records used were compiled by García (2006) and Goldberg and Kendall (2005).
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The buildings were designed in accordance with the

Complementary Technical Standards for Earthquake Design

(NTCDS, 2017) and the Civil Works Design Manual for

Earthquake (MDOC-DS) of the Federal Electricity Commission

(CFE, 2015). All the beams were designed using rectangular cross-

sections (perimeter and interior beams). The columnswere fixed at

the base and were characterized by rectangular cross-sections. The

general dimensions of the buildings are shown in Figure 4, and

Table 2 presents a summary of the dimensions of beams and

columns used in each storey for each building. Table 2 indicates

FIGURE 4
General dimensions of the analyzed buildings (units in meters).

TABLE 2 Dimensions of beams and columns used in each storey for the designed buildings.

Building located in Mexico City

Level Perimeter Column (cm) Interior Column (cm) Perimeter Beam (cm) Interior Beam (cm)

1–3 85 × 95 (40 # 10) 85 × 95 (40 # 10) 45 × 90 (10 # 10) 45 × 90 (12 # 10)

4–6 85 × 95 (24 # 8) 85 × 95 (24 # 10) 45 × 90 (10 # 10) 45 × 90 (11 # 10)

7–9 85 × 95 (20 # 8) 85 × 95 (20 # 10) 40 × 80 (9 # 10) 40 × 80 (10 # 10)

10–12 85 × 95 (16 # 8) 85 × 95 (28 # 8) 40 × 80 (7 # 8) 40 × 80 (9 # 8)

Puebla

1–3 75 × 85 (20 # 10) 85 × 95 (20 # 10) 45 × 90 (7 # 10) 45 × 90 (9 # 10)

4–6 75 × 85 (24 # 8) 85 × 95 (32 # 8) 45 × 90 (7 # 10) 45 × 90 (9 # 10)

7–9 75 × 85 (32 # 6) 85 × 95 (24 # 8) 40 × 80 (8 # 8) 40 × 80 (8 # 10)

10–12 75 × 85 (24 # 6) 85 × 95 (28 # 6) 40 × 80 (6 # 8) 40 × 80 (8 # 8)

Guerrero

1–3 100 × 120 (48 # 10) 100 × 120 (48 # 10) 60 × 120 (12 # 10) 60 × 120 (13 # 10)

4–6 100 × 120 (40 # 10) 100 × 120 (44 # 10) 60 × 110 (12 # 10) 60 × 110 (13 # 10)

7–9 100 × 120 (36 # 10) 100 × 120 (36 # 10) 50 × 100 (10 # 8) 50 × 100 (10 # 10)

10–12 100 × 120 (28 # 8) 100 × 120 (32 # 8) 45 × 90 (9 # 8) 45 × 90 (10 # 8)
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that the RC building located in Guerrero is the one with the

greatest reinforcement due to its location, and that the RC

buildings located in Mexico City (soft soil) and in Puebla

presented a similar reinforcement.

4.1.1 Description of the nonlinear viscous
dampers and structures fitted with them

The buildings designed with the most recent design

regulations (NTCDS, 2017, MDOC-DS [CFE, 2015]) provide

adequate structural behavior under the hypotheses of the

regulations; however, the cost of repairing possible damage

under an extreme seismic event may be higher than

anticipated. An alternative to control the response of a

structure and increase the amount of energy dissipated is the

use of damping devices. In particular, the viscous damper is one

of the consolidated auxiliary energy dissipation devices that have

been extensively employed in different types of buildings to

control the seismic-induced response (De Domenico et al.,

2019). In this study, the nonlinear viscous type was used.

The constitutive law that governs the behavior of a NLVD is

FNLVD � C · sgn(V) · |V|α, (8)

where FNLVD is the force of the NLVD; α is the velocity exponent
(real positive) with values ranging from 0.35 to 1.0 (Lin and

Chopra, 2002); C is the damping coefficient of the NLVD;V is the

relative velocity across the NLVD; and sgn(·) is the sign function.
The studied buildings were fitted with NLVD on the

perimeter frames, as shown in Figure 5. The arrangement of

the NLVD selected was guided by the studies by Kang et al.

(2017) and Huseyin et al. (2019).

Several methods have been proposed in the literature to

identify the optimal properties of different types of passive

dampers (Uemura et al., 2021). One of the most popular

methods is the genetic algorithm (GA), which is based on the

concepts of natural selection and natural genetics (Holland,

1975). In this study, GA are used to identify the optimal

properties of NLVD (i.e., C and α) along the height of the

buildings. It is noted that GA can also be used to carry out a

viscous damper distribution; however, an important increase of

the computing time must be anticipated. Thus, in this study, a

traditional viscous damper arrangement was adopted (Kang

et al., 2017; Huseyin et al., 2019).

To obtain the optimal parameters, the GA proposed by Sastry

et al. (2005) was used. Four GA operators were employed:

evaluation, selection, crossover, and mutation operators. As the

GA results have showed better convergence when they are seeded

(Chevallier et al., 2022), the initialC and α values were calculated in

accordance with FEMA (1997). The initial properties of the

NLVDs were evenly distributed over the height of the building.

The encoding of the properties was done in binary code for use

with the GA method. The number of individuals considered was

15, each one of the individuals is qualified, and the best of them is

selected. This individual is maintained until a better one appears

(elitism). While the other individuals enter the crossing process

(65%), the mutation (3%) is performed to create new individuals

(i.e., new C and α values are created).

FIGURE 5
Elevation view of the buildings fitted with NLVD (units in meters).
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5 Analysis procedure and results

5.1 Procedure

The quantification and comparison of the damage costs of

RC buildings without and with NLVDs subjected to seismic

action is carried out in this section. The steps taken in the

calculation of the damage costs of the RC buildings under

seismic action are detailed in the following:

(1) Characterize the ductility capacity of the buildings with a

push-over analysis

(2) Characterize the seismic action according to the procedure

described in Section 3

(3) Evaluate the damage costs according to the costs expressions

given in Section 2

(4) Repeat Steps (2) and (3) to evaluate the variation of the

damage costs with the seismic action

To carry out the quantification and comparison of the

damage costs of the RC buildings with NLVDs, it is

considered that the designed RC buildings are fitted with

NLVDs, and Steps 2) to 4) are repeated to calculate the

damage costs associated with the RC buildings with damping

devices installed.

It is noted that due to the adopted simulation approach, a

considerable number of simulation cycles is required to

probabilistically characterize the seismic hazard and damage

states to formally evaluate the LCC of the considered

structures; however, since the main objective of the present

study is to carry out the quantification and comparison of the

damage costs of the RC buildings with NLVDs under simulated

earthquake scenarios, the methodology used is considered

adequate.

5.2 Analyses results

To evaluate the ductility capacity of each RC building, a push-

over analysis was carried out with the program OPENSEES

(McKenna et al., 2000). This analysis produced a base shear-

displacement (displacement at the top of the building) curve for

each building depicted in Figure 6. The solid lines shown in Figure 6

are obtained directly from the program OPENSEES, and the red

dotted lines are bilinear curves obtained according to ATC-40, 1996.

The global ductility displacement capacities (i.e., μC) of the

RC buildings, using the procedure indicated by ATC-40, 1996,

were obtained using an incremental lateral thrust to the structure,

considering the constant gravitational loads, until collapse; the

displacements are defined by a bilinear curve where the elements

or structural system are deformed beyond the elastic limit with an

acceptable reduction in stiffness and strength. Thus the ductility

capacity is defined as

μC � Δu

Δy
, (9)

where ΔU is the ultimate displacement of the structure, and Δy is

the yield displacement. By using Expression (9), the global

ductility displacement results calculated for the designed RC

building are summarized in Table 3.

FIGURE 6
Base shear-displacement curves for the RC buildings considered. (A) X-direction. (B) Y-direction.

TABLE 3 Calculated global ductility capacity (μC) for the designed RC
buildings.

Buildings’ location X-direction Y-direction

Mexico City 3.3 3.2

Puebla 3.1 3.0

Guerrero 3.3 3.4
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The results presented in Table 3 were used in Eq. 6 to

characterize the ductility capacity of the RC buildings. Nonlinear

dynamic analyses (NLDA) with scaled seismic records (i.e., scaled

according to the procedure presented in Section 3) were carried out

to calculate the ductility demand (μ). For the NLDA, the

OPENSEES program was used. For both type of models

(i.e., RC buildings without and with NLVDs), plastic hinges at

the element ends were included using the beamWithHinges

command. To characterize the nonlinear behavior of the

material of the structural elements, the complete concrete model

was used. In the case of RC buildings fitted with viscous dampers,

the ViscousDamper command was employed. Note that, similar to

the calculation of the ductility capacity, the calculated ductility

demand was based on the displacement at the top of the buildings.

A total of 150 scaled seismic records were used in the NLDA for

each direction (i.e., X- and Y-direction).

Based on the calculated μC and μ values, Eqs. 2–6were employed

to calculate the damage costs of RC buildings. Figure 7 presents the

damage costs, CD(Cs|δ), associated with the loss of content,

relocation, rental and income, and costs due to injury and

FIGURE 7
CD(Cs|δ) for the RC buildings without and with NLVDs: (A) and (B) RC building located in Mexico City; (C) and (D) RC building located in Puebla,
and (E) and (F) RC building located in the coast of Guerrero. Circles denote RC buildings without NLVDs and squares RC buildings with NLVDs.
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fatality, and Figure 8 shows the repair and reconstruction costs,

CR(Cs|δ), for the RC buildings considered. Furthermore, in Figures

7 and 8, the damage costs of the RC buildings fitted with NLVDs are

shown. To take into account the cost of the NLVDs, an amount of

6% of the total initial cost of the structures (Eq. 2) was adopted (Ruiz,

2022; Santos-Santiago et al., 2022). This cost includes not only the

NLVD costs, but the installation and delivery. Moreover, according

to Taylor (2022), viscous dampers require a minimum amount for

maintenance. This observation was also adopted by Micheli et al.

(2020) to carry out a cost evaluation strategy for high-performance

control systems under uncertainties. In their study, they assumed

that nomaintenance was required for the viscous dampers. As a first

approximation, we also assumed that nomaintenance is required for

the viscous dampers employed in the RC buildings considered.

The optimal C and α values, obtained based on the GA

approach, employed in the analyses are shown in Table 4. This

table shows that the obtained values of C range from 1,361 to

72,888 kN/(m/s)α and α is within 0.35–1.

Figures 7 and 8 show that, as expected, CD(Cs|δ) and

CR(Cs|δ) increases with acceleration and that in all the cases

FIGURE 8
CR(Cs|δ) for the RC buildingswithout andwithNLVDs: (A,B) RCbuilding located inMexicoCity; (C,D) RCbuilding located in Puebla; and (E,F) RC
building located in the coast of Guerrero. Circles denote RC buildings without NLVDs and squares RC buildings with NLVDs.
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considered, the use of NLVDs reduces CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ)
with respect to the RC buildings without damping devices. This

observation is applicable to the X- and Y-direction of analysis. It

is also observed in Figures 7 and 8 that the amount of reduction

of CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ) of the RC buildings with NLVDs is

not uniform along the PGA considered.

To further compare the variation of CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ)
with PGA for the RC buildings without and with NLVDs, Figure 9

presents the CD(Cs|δ)/[CD(Cs|δ)]max and

CR(Cs|δ)/[CR(Cs|δ)]max values as a function of PGA for the

X-direction, because the results for the Y-direction are very similar.

It is observed in Figure 9A that CD(Cs|δ)/[CD(Cs|δ)]max and

CR(Cs|δ)/[CR(Cs|δ)]max for the RC building in Mexico City in

soft soil reach their maxima for PGA values are considerable

smaller than those for Puebla and Guerrero. It is also observed that

for the RC buildings in Puebla and Guerrero, which are located in

hard soil, the maxima values of CD(Cs|δ)/[CD(Cs|δ)]max and

CR(Cs|δ)/[CR(Cs|δ)]max are reached for similar PGA values. The

previous observations indicate that, as expected, the soil condition

and seismicity have an important impact on the variation of

CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ) for the cases considered. Similar

observations are applicable to Figure 9B, except that the

variation of CD(Cs|δ)/[CD(Cs|δ)]max and

CR(Cs|δ)/[CR(Cs|δ)]max with respect to PGA is smoother.

TABLE 4 C and α values obtained with the GA approach.

Level Building located in Mexico City Puebla Guerrero

X-direction Y-direction X-direction Y-direction X-direction Y-direction

C* α C α C α C α C α C α

1 30,000 0.85 15,219 0.50 4,603 0.40 12,380 0.85 39,126 0.35 72,888 0.65

2 22,147 0.45 28,152 0.35 4,603 0.40 12,380 0.85 4,047 0.45 10,412 0.65

3 13,371 0.85 4,133 0.85 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 4,047 0.45 62,476 0.45

4 25,842 1.0 11,985 0.75 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 31,031 0.85 41,650 0.65

5 14,295 0.85 5,980 0.45 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 26,984 0.65 13,015 0.75

6 21,685 0.85 11,985 0.40 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 4,047 0.35 13,015 0.75

7 29,076 0.65 22,609 0.85 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 17,539 0.35 18,222 0.75

8 29,076 0.85 15,219 0.50 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 8095 0.65 18,222 0.35

9 22,147 0.85 26,766 0.65 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 43,174 0.65 54,666 0.35

10 27,228 0.85 2,285 0.45 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 2,698 0.65 33,841 0.35

11 21,685 0.85 1,361 0.75 4,603 0.40 12,380 0.85 10,793 0.65 2,603 0.35

12 29,538 0.85 13,371 0.50 1,380 0.45 12,380 0.85 49,920 0.50 49,460 0.35

* The units of C are kN/(m/s)α.

FIGURE 9
Variation of CD(Cs|δ)/[CD(Cs|δ)]max (solid symbols) and CR(Cs|δ)/[CR(Cs|δ)]max (hollow symbols) with respect to PGA: (A) RC buildings without
NLVDs; (B) RC buildings with NLVDs. Location of the RC buildings: Mexico City (circles), Puebla (squares), Guerrero (diamonds).
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To evaluate the amount of reduction over the PGA

considered, Figure 10 presents the variation of

CDDD(Cs|δ)/CD(Cs|δ) and CRDD(Cs|δ)/CR(Cs|δ) with respect

to PGA only for the X-direction. Note that the subscript DD

indicates the RC building fitted with the damping devices.

It was observed in Figure 10 that, in general,

CDDD(Cs|δ)/CD(Cs|δ) and CRDD(Cs|δ)/CR(Cs|δ) increase as

PGA increases, indicating that the damage and repair and

reconstruction costs of the RC buildings fitted with NLVDs

increase and reach values similar to RC buildings without

NLVDs. It was also observed that CDDD(Cs|δ)/CD(Cs|δ) and

CRDD(Cs|δ)/CR(Cs|δ) present sudden drops for moderate and

large values of the PGA considered. These drops are associated

with the level of damage (measure though the damage factor δ)

reached by theRCbuildingswith andwithoutNLVDs.A preliminary

observation is that these drops in the cost ratios could indicate the

range of PGA where the NLVDs are more effective in terms of costs.

6 Conclusion

In this study, the elements of the optimal seismic design

criterion were used to compare the damage costs for three RC

buildings with and without NLVDs, located in seismic-prone

areas of Mexico. The RC buildings were designed following

Mexican seismic design regulations, and the seismic actions

were characterized by actual seismic records, which were

scaled according to simulated maximum ground motion

accelerations. The costs of damage of the considered

structures were estimated based on cost expressions that are

the function of a damage factor. The results of analyses indicated

that the RC buildings fitted with NLVDs subjected to seismic

action can reduce considerably the associated damage and repair/

reconstruction costs with respect to buildings without NLVDs.

More specifically, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) In all the considered cases, the use of NLVDs reduces

CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ) with respect to RC buildings

without damping devices. This observation is applicable to

the X- and Y-direction of analysis. The amount of reduction

of CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ) of the RC buildings with NLVDs

is not uniform along the PGA considered.

(2) The ratios of the costs of damage and repair and

reconstruction of the RC buildings with NLVDs to those

without increase as PGA increases, indicating that the

damage and repair and reconstruction costs of the RC

buildings fitted with NLVDs increase and reach values

similar to the RC buildings without NLVDs.

(3) The soil condition and seismicity have an important impact

on the variation of CD(Cs|δ) and CR(Cs|δ) for the cases

considered.

(4) For RC buildings fitted with NLVDs, the variation of

CD(Cs|δ)/[CD(Cs|δ)]max and CR(Cs|δ)/[CR(Cs|δ)]max

with respect to PGA is smoother than for RC buildings

without damping devices.

(5) The ratios of the costs of damage and repair and

reconstruction of the RC buildings with NLVDs to

those without present sudden drops for moderate and

large values of the PGA were considered. These drops are

associated with the level of damage (measure though the

damage factor δ) reached by the RC buildings with and

without NLVDs. As a preliminary observation, these drops

in the cost ratios could help as indicators of the range of

acceleration where the NLVDs are more effective in terms of

costs.
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FIGURE 10
Variation of CDDD(Cs|δ)/CD(Cs|δ) and CRDD(Cs|δ)/CR(Cs|δ)with respect to PGA: (A) RC building located in Mexico City; (B) RC building located
in Puebla; and (C) RC building located in the coast of Guerrero.
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